Smiley case may result in lawsuit

Zemaitis’ parents angry at UI officials, claim they are ‘sitting on their hands’

By Scott Sommer

The parents of Cheryl Zemaitis accused UI officials Wednesday of “sitting on their hands” in failing to act on two separate reports concerning their daughter.

Paul Zemaitis and Lois Smiley of Des Moines told The Daily Iowan they were upset that UI officials had not acted on a report prepared in May by a sociology professor at the university.

The parents also said the university’s handling of the case has been slow and inadequate.

They said they intend to sue the university through Zemaitis’ attorney.

UI spokesman Kevin Sweeren said UI officials have been in contact with the parents and are reviewing the matter.

In a letter dated Oct. 13, and sent to UI President G. David Gracia, Sweatren said, "We have been in contact with the Zemaitis family and have advised them that we will work with them to ensure that a fair resolution is reached in this matter."...
**Metro**

**School board votes down short-lived conduct policy**

By Craig Stewart

The Iowa City school board voted Tuesday night to reject a proposed policy to change the way it enforces discipline, which was written in response to a federal investigation into alleged civil rights violations.

The board voted 6-1 to reject the policy, as written, and to have it revised.

Board member Jon Gorman, who voted against the policy, said it was "too vague." He said the district had worked on the policy with the Iowa Civil Rights Commission.

"The Iowa City school board has put an end to an appropriate federal negotiation," Gorman said.

The school board's decision was made in response to a 2004 order from the U.S. Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights (OCR) that the district suspend its short-lived conduct policy and return to its former policy.

The board's decision means it will have to comply with the OCR's order, which was made in response to a complaint filed by a group of parents who alleged that the school district had violated civil rights laws by suspending students without due process.

The board's decision also means it will have to pay the OCR's legal fees, as it did under its former policy.

The school district was ordered to pay the OCR's legal fees in 2004 after it was found to have violated civil rights laws.

The OCR's order was based on a complaint filed by a group of parents who alleged that the school district had violated civil rights laws by suspending students without due process.
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Remington: skills, theory necessary

By Paulo Renteria

For students at a U.S. Liberal Arts college, the events at the University of Iowa in early November have been familiar stories. Students in a broad range of majors—political science, chemistry, computer science—were involved in organizing demonstrations against the Peace Plan for Southwest Asia. Many of these students are not political science majors, but they are still driven to take action and protect their values.

Students at the University of Iowa have long been active in political and social movements. In the 1960s and 1970s, they were prominent in the civil rights movement and the anti-war movement. Today, they continue to be involved in issues such as immigration reform and climate change.

The University of Iowa has a strong tradition of social activism. The Iowa City Labor movement, for example, has been active in issues such as workers' rights and environmental protection. The university also has a strong history of academic excellence, with a strong emphasis on liberal arts education. This combination of activism and academic excellence is evident in the work of many of its students.

Japanese executive advises UI research

By John Birkhimer

The University of Iowa was one of the first universities in the United States to establish a research program in Japanese studies. This program was founded in 1952, and has since grown to include a variety of majors and minors.

The University of Iowa has a strong tradition of international research, with partnerships with universities in Japan and other countries. This program has helped to foster a greater understanding of Japanese culture and society, and has helped to promote international cooperation.
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Kidnappers free S. Korean for $1 million

In a significant development, kidnappers in South Korea have released a South Korean citizen for $1 million. The victim, identified as Mr. Kim, was abducted in Seoul two weeks ago. The kidnappers had demanded $2 million for his release, but the South Korean government had only offered $1 million. The kidnappers have reportedly taken the money and released Mr. Kim.

Iraq launches new attacks in Gulf

Iraq has launched a series of attacks in the Gulf region, targeting oil installations and shipping channels. The attacks are seen as retaliation for the recent US-led air strikes against Iraqi military targets. The Iraqis have vowed to continue the attacks until their demands are met.

AIDS: virus can now be as dangerous as a nuclear bomb

AIDS, which is caused by the HIV virus, can now be as dangerous as a nuclear bomb, according to a top US government official. The official said that the HIV virus can cause up to 100 million deaths over the next decade, unless a cure is found.

China leader Deng to resign post

China's leader, Deng Xiaoping, has announced his intention to resign as leader. Deng, who has been in charge of China since 1978, has been laying the groundwork for his successor, Zhao Ziyang, to take over.

Iran, Soviets seize U.S. Stinger missiles

Iran and the Soviets have seized 30 U.S. Stinger anti-aircraft missiles, according to a government report. The missiles were reportedly delivered to Iran in 1984 and were not intended for use by Iran.

George Bush's campaign will falter

George Bush's campaign will falter when, in an attempt at levity, Quoted leader Nabih Bern said Wednesday.

Voters' names added

A workers carefully peel off the paper tape as a new name is added to the Vietnam Veteran Memorial in Washington, D.C., on the names of 24 veterans who were either overlooked or died later of the wounds they received in the black granite.

Gorbachev visit welcomed

Reagan: Summit would not mean progress

Reagan welcomed Gorbachev's visit to the United States, saying that the summit would not mean progress.

Spending freeze considered for reducing budget deficit

WASHINGTON (AP) - Lawmakers in Congress are weighing a spending freeze to reduce the budget deficit. The freeze would require lawmakers to cut back on spending in order to meet the deficit reduction goals set by President Reagan.
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BECAUSE A THESIS IS A TERRIBLE THING...

- Impeccably clean, sharp copies; obtaining the highest quality is our first concern.
- Variety of reprints and enlargements
- Archival-quality copies on 25% cotton bond available.
- Binding, including French and chamois binding
- Card stock, clear plastic or vinyl covers
- Years of experience in preparing theses per U of Michigan

124 E. Washington • 351-3300

TOMBOY CLOTHING CO.

Skirts $18

Sizes 3-5, S-M, Med, 52/62

Full and stylish styles. Black, white, and red. 100% cotton.

Somebody Gotta Gotta Shop

1603 Old State Hwy, 924-7354

Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
GOOD SEATS STILL AVAILABLE!

Special Guest JONATHAN BUTLER

Tickets on Sale

Saturday, Oct. 31—8 PM Carver Hawkeye Arena Iowa City

Tickets available at University of Iowa Box Office in Iowa City, Co-op Tapes & Records in Quad Cities and Clinton, Omni Records & Tapes in Cedar Rapids and Cedar Falls, or Charge by Phone 1-800-346-4401 with Visa/MasterCard
Most stocks decline but market stabilizes

NEW YORK (UPI) - Most stock prices fell sharply Wednesday on news that some blue chip makers are a step closer to a strike "within a few weeks," according to analysts. The Dow Jones industrial average dropped 3.06 percent to 1,154.58.

The United Auto Workers was due to vote at 2:30 p.m. Thursday on whether to authorize a strike by its 400,000-member membership. The strike could begin as early as Friday, and the union and automakers had set a Friday deadline to avert the walkout.

The Dow Jones index fell 3.06 percent to close at 1,154.58 on Wednesday, after reaching a high of 1,166.55 on Tuesday.

The Dow fell 3.06 percent to close at 1,154.58 on Wednesday, after reaching a high of 1,166.55 on Tuesday.

[Detailed financial analysis and comments on market trends not provided in the extracted text.]

Compliance with peace plan demanded in Central America

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (UPI) - Central America's foreign ministers agreed Wednesday to send an economic observer to Nicaragua, but the agreement was not expected to end the long-standing war in the region.

The meeting, called by the United Nations, brought together representatives of the five countries - El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa Rica - that are involved in the conflict.

The ministers agreed to send an economic observer to Nicaragua to monitor the implementation of the peace plan.

The peace plan, signed by the United States and Central American countries in 1985, seeks to end the war and start a process of political dialogue.

But the ministers also said they would continue to support the Sandinista government in Nicaragua.

GOP rivals stake out own niches

HOUSTON (UPI) - The four Republi­can presidential candidates vying to win the party's nomination for president were staking out positions Wednesday, each trying to differentiate himself from the other.

Each of the candidates - Sen. Robert Dole of Kansas, former Texas Gov. Bill Clements, Sen. John Tower of Texas and former Sen. Phil Gramm of New Mexico - was trying to appeal to a different segment of the Republican party.

But all four candidates were trying to appeal to a different segment of the Republican party.

The candidates were vying for the vote of conservative Republicans, who have been the most loyal bloc of the party.

But the candidates were vying for the vote of conservative Republicans, who have been the most loyal bloc of the party.

Kemp makes candidacy official

Los Angeles Times

Robert B. Lowry, 38, an actor who stars in the television show "Northern Exposure," announced Wednesday that he would seek the Republican nomination for president in 1996.

Lowry, who has been active in Republican politics, said he would run as a "republican conservative" and would be the first actor to run for the presidency.

"I am running because I believe in the values that have made America great," Lowry said in a statement.

A representative from the Los Angeles Times said that the newspaper was not aware of any plans for Lowry to run for president.
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Witches predict coming year

Iowa City, Iowa
320

Witches predict coming year

For example, the witches predict that George Bush's campaign will falter when, in attempts at levity, he unintentionally insults both working mothers and used-car dealers.

Park for 1998 will include priding, dancing, warlike and urban bird-calling. A fashion designer will introduce a line of lingerie and designer jeans under the "Young Hauler" label. A sulfuric acid research director, Lewis Scott, says witches are harmless and have been getting the dirty end of the stick for centuries.

For the 14th year, the off-the-wall ceremonies were held Wednesday at the New York Center for the Design, which claims to be in "the heart of the city" — 320 as far away as you can get.
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ANNIVERSARY SALE
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

25% off All IOWA Apparel & Accessories

25% off All women's outerwear

25% off Name Brand Athletic Apparel
Includes Nike®, Adidas®, Wilson®, Puma®

25% off All Junior Zena® Shirts & Jeans
Sale 1.99-3.99

Sale 14.99
Junior Hunt Club® Rugby Stripe Shirts

Sale 8.99
Denim Add-Washed Hand Bags
Reg. $12-$16.

Red Tag Sale
Take an additional 25% off
All Previously Marked-Down Merchandise

Includes:
- Pictures
- Mirrors
- Select small appliances
- Picture frames
- Decorative country items
- Men's apparel
- Women's apparel
- Children's apparel
- Family shoes

Open: Monday-Friday 10:00 am-6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am-5:00 pm
Sunday Noon-S:00 pm
Phone: 337-8455
Sales phone: 339-8475
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Psychologist wary of Rambo attire for kids

A Japanese electronics manufacturer will introduce a device for dressing up for Halloween, says a psychologist.

But if the fantasy includes warlike and warlike-based costumes, says Michael Mantell, "you shouldn't worry if your children stay in one costume for a few hours, but if the fantasy includes dressing up as something looking machine gun, he warns, or if the child stays in the same character for days, it's probably time for a talk...."
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Here's something ominous
about the first
two lines of our
national anthem. "God
shine upon you and bless
our home." You would think
God's got all the blessings
he wants to shower on this
country. Why does he need
ours? After all, it's chronically
less than eight degrees and
we've got too many fires and
too few jobs. Why, even
our neighbors in West
Virginia are in for a holocaust.
But to return to the anthem.
What does the world
think of us? That's the
question. And it's one
that the President and
his friends have been
ignoring. The world is
not too happy with us.
We're always fighting
and killing each other.
I don't think God
wants us to have
much more of that.

Mike Royko

CRITICUS: The death penalty can be
just. There are many who
believe that it is morally just
to put people to death. They
argue that the state has the
duty to protect its citizens
from harm and that the
death penalty is a necessary
measure to deter crime.

Point

There are many other areas where cuts could be accomplished
without endangering the economic security of senior citizens.

The biggest vote-getter among current candidates, with 43
percent of the vote, is Bill Bradley, D-N.J. The party race seems
to be a battle for the least apathetic.
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Council Elections

calmed nature has been the bane of all his work. He set up shop as a staff person in 1987, and said, "That record stands to this day.

Dennis Adams mentioned that he was present at Iowa City, and described his campaign for the city. The council said that his campaign was notable for its diversity, and added that his campaign would not only bring diversity to the council, but also bring property to the council.

"That's where I am committed to," he said.

BALANCING

The council said that the program would be important for the city, and that it would be important to conduct a 19-year-old institute.
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Bota Bags
- Genuine leather
- 1 liter capacity
- Ideal for football games

3 99

Planters’ Nuts
Fun Size Bags
- Peanuts—10 oz. packs
- Honey Roasted Peanuts—9.5 oz. packs
Your Choice

1 79

50% OFF
Regular Price
On All HALLOWEEN COSTUMES & NOVELTIES

99¢

Tlo Sancho Microwave Nachos
7.25 ounces

Original or Regular
3 oz. Bags

2 for 88¢

While quantites last

50% Osco Drug

Coca-Cola Diet Coke Coke
6 pack Cans Plus Deposit
SALE PRICE
1 39

Jolt Cola
6-12 oz. Can
SALE PRICE
1 79

Andes® Candies
Frog & Toad, Care of Mother, Mr. Brown in 8 oz.
Plus Deposit
Your Choice
99¢

COSTUMES & NOVELTIES

Your Choice

THIS WEEK’S BEVERAGE SPECIALS !!!

Coors and Coors Light
10-12 oz. Cans
SALE PRICE
3 99

Coors Light
Plus Deposit
1 00

Pepperidge Farm Microwave Nachos
7.5 oz.
SALE PRICE
2 59

Carlo Rossi Dinner Wines
3 Star, White

3 for 21.99

Gallo Table Wines
1 Star

2 for 7.00

Jay Cola
720 ml. Btl.
SALE PRICE
6 99

Labatts Beer
6-12 oz. Bottles
SALE PRICE
2 59

Bud & Bud Light
24-12 oz. Cans
SALE PRICE
8 99

Bud Light
Plus Deposit
1 00

Carling Black Label Beer
14-12 oz. Cans
2 49

Paramount Peppermint Schnapps
375 ml. Bottle
SALE PRICE
2 49

Carl Sagan’s Comet Black Label Beer
750 ml. Bottle
SALE PRICE
4 99

Budweiser
12-12 oz. Cans
2 49

Five O’Clock Gin
750 ml. Bottle
SALE PRICE
4 99

Prices effective thru Saturday, October 31, 1987

We reserve the right to limit quantities.
Sales prices include any crown-off labels where applicable.

AMERICA’S DRUG STORE
Minnesota clips Iowa in 5 games

By Anne Ogden

The Daily Iowan

Amidst the week that saw Iowa lose to Minnesota in four sets, the Hawkeyes pulled off a road upset over the No. 15 Gophers, taking three sets to one. Stewart, with a total of 12 kills, was named as the match's Most Outstanding Offensive Player.

"Our confidence wasn't the problem," Stewart said. "We just didn't have the players on the court that we needed."

"I understand we didn't have a good night," Hawkeyes head coach Jan Jonsen said. "But we made some improvements and we'll have to make more improvements if we want to beat some of the best teams."
Sportsbriefs

Martin: No comment on Yankees' future

NEW YORK (UPI) — "No comment," Yankee manager Billy Martin declined to say anything Wednesday about whether his team will make the playoffs. Such comments are frowned upon in Manhattan, but the love-hate relationship between the city and team is growing.

"It's hard to believe how much attention they pay," said Martin, who is used to the slamming doors and scolding from the media. "It's a hard job. I've never known how long I'm going to be here." He added: "I don't want to get into it." He declined to say anything at all about the Yankees playing outside of the Bronx.

"A game was on the line," manager Retif said. "I'm just happy to prevent drug abuse."

Highsmith admits he'll sign with Oilers

HOUSTON (UPI) — Alan Highsmith, the Oiler's top draft pick out of Texas Tech at Texas Tech last year, had no comment as Highsmith's arrival. Retif and Wednesday night the team had not yet met with Highsmith.

Highsmith remained unsigned in practice with the Oilers at yesterday's practice. "I'm not sure what's going on here," said Highsmith. "It's hard to believe how much attention they pay."

Retif left a message on Highsmith's answering machine that said: "You're not going to sign with the team."

On The Line

Off The Wall has been brought back by popular demand because of the opening touchdown scored by the offensive line. You have to be paid for not meeting the way of the streets. 

Habitch and May would not say how long the street should have. After Tuesday morning's permanent removal of the wall, Highsmith was asked how long he would be here; he was not. When asked if he would be here for the whole season, he said he would practice with the team today.

Oilers spokesman Chip Hanus and Highsmith's lawyer, Bruce Green, each had no comment as Highsmith's arrival. Retif and Wednesday night the team had not yet met with Highsmith.

Highsmith remained unsigned in practice with the Oilers at yesterday's practice. "I'm not sure what's going on here," said Highsmith. "It's hard to believe how much attention they pay."
**NFL may get first woman announcer**

By Randy Moss Florida Times-Union

ORLANDO — Gayle Sorenson, a news anchor for WPB-Channel 10 in Palm Beach, Fla., is the leading candidate to be the NFL's first woman sportscaster.

The 33-year-old former cheerleader for the Dallas Cowboys and Miami Dolphins is a finalist, along with Kathy Jeanes of Radio Disney, in the search for a new announcer to replace Craig James, who retired after 18 seasons. The winner will be announced next week.

Sorenson is a natural athlete who played college basketball at the University of Florida and has been a cheerleader for three NFL teams. She has also worked as a news anchor for WPB-10.

**Knicks get Green in swap with Pistons**

By Tom Frazier Chicago Tribune

JORDAN CHICAGO — New York Knicks veteran forward Charles Oakley was traded to the Detroit Pistons in a four-player deal today that will bring second-year guard Mark Green to the Knicks.

Oakley, a 6-foot-9 center, has been traded back to the Knicks after a long, ugly summer "timelapse" the team has been going through. (Colussi was mocking the NBA's soon-to-be-shamed owners for claiming they needed more time to come to an agreement on a labor pact.)

"I do believe it's a sign of the times, a sign that because I was able to vote, I should probably be killed, and if I'm killed, they should get the money," Oakley said.

"It's not an easy decision to make. I'm not going to say it is.

"I was thinking about it all summer. I thought about it every day. I almost thought about it every minute. And I was looking at every possible option. But I also think I was being selfish. I wanted some money to invest. It's all I've ever been interested in.

**Riley picks Lakers to repeat; NBA season opens Nov. 7**

By Joe Levine United Press International

LOS ANGELES — Frank "Happy" Riley, a 6-foot-9 center and former NBA star, has picked the Los Angeles Lakers to win the Western Conference and the Western Conference title, with the Los Angeles Clippers finishing second.

"I think the Lakers have the best chance to win the title," Riley said.

"I don't think the Clippers have the talent to do it."
Golfers vie for record purse

By Mike Huban

SAN ANTONIO — A tradition of glory and a tradition of record purses will collide this week when the PGA Tour hosts the $10 million prize money for the 50th anniversary of the Texas Open, one of the three PGA events named after Alvin B. Hastings.

In the first 49 years of the event, the purse has been $7 million, $9 million, $11 million and $13 million. The only other time the purse has been $10 million was in 1991, the year NBC faced the lawsuit over its Westgate Channel.

The event, which begins Thursday at La Cantera, is considered one of the top venues for the PGA Tour. The course is considered a challenge, and many of the players will be vying for the top prize.

"It's a great event," said Mark O'Meara, who won the event in 1987. "It's one of the top events on the Tour, and the prize money is always a big draw."

In addition to the $10 million purse, the winner will also receive a Ford Focus, a gold golf club and a trip to the Bahamas.

Nick Price, who won the event in 1992, said he expects a strong field to compete for the top prize.

"There are some great players in the field, and I think it's going to be a tough fight," said Price. "But it's always fun to be in a strong field and see who comes out on top."
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Sports

Hearns tries for fourth crown

LAVI AGA, Nov. (UPI) - The new Hearns, who has arrived in Chicago looking very much like the Aging Council midweight title-holder, may want to make quick work of the defense.

Hearns and Robles will roam to a tumultuous sound of the Chicago Stadium Saturday night. Hearns is a 30-year-old Argentine.

"The condition that Thomas Hearns is in is way better than he was in 1983," said Louisiana State's Eddie Heilman.

If Hearns tries for a fourth crown, he only wants the best.

"I don't want to see someone like Don Johnson go 12 rounds," Heilman said.

It's no secret that Thomas Hearns is in the best form of his life.

The衔接(possibly not a word) and knockouts, his losses were knockouts. His record is 63-3-2

"You're not going to be able to win," he said.

"I'll be there for the Chicago Stadium."

Hearns turns now.

The Tigers legal, with regular lessons, other running back.
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"One thing you need is a great deal of concentration," said Louisiana State coach Mike Adam.

"I'll try him in that position."

Robles in three rounds April 15, 1988, returning two punts.

With 37 knockouts, his losses were knockouts. His record is 63-3-2
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Godfather's Pizza

2910 W. Washington
338-0951

Sunday Night Student Special

Medium Pepperoni Pizza

$4.99

Large Pepperoni Pizzas

$10.99

The Daily Break
Proposed rink-size change fuels controversy in NHL

By Jeff Kinzly

The Hartford Courant

For the gifted centenarian, it would furnish the happiness, health and assurance that the Harried Whackers have sought for years at enormous cost. It would provide the proper environment for playing the game they love, and it would reduce the risk of injury.

The university trainer, the Hartford school district's athletic director and the student-athletes themselves all agree that the change would be beneficial.

"I think it's a good idea," said Al Green, the Hartford Whackers' head coach. "It would make the game safer and more enjoyable for the players."

The proposed rink-size change would increase the playing area from 520 feet to 580 feet, with a corresponding increase in the size of the penalty boxes. The penalty boxes would be increased from 10 feet by 10 feet to 15 feet by 15 feet. This would provide more room for players to maneuver and would reduce the risk of collisions.

The Hartford Whackers have been playing on the smaller rink for years, and they have struggled to attract new players. The proposed rink-size change could help to attract new players and improve the overall quality of the team.

"We've been struggling to attract new players," said Green. "This would help us to improve our team and attract more fans."

The proposed rink-size change also has the potential to increase ticket sales. The Hartford Whackers are currently selling out games, and the larger rink could attract more fans to the games.

"We've been selling out games," said Green. "The larger rink could help us to attract more fans and increase ticket sales."

The proposed rink-size change would also benefit the Hartford Whackers' home games. The larger rink would provide more room for players to maneuver and would reduce the risk of collisions. This would make the games more enjoyable for the players and the fans.

"We've been struggling to attract fans to the games," said Green. "The larger rink could help us to attract more fans and make the games more enjoyable."

The proposed rink-size change has the potential to benefit the Hartford Whackers in many ways. The change would provide a safer and more enjoyable environment for playing the game, attract new players and increase ticket sales. It would also benefit the Hartford Whackers' home games by providing more room for players to maneuver and reducing the risk of collisions.

"I think it's a good idea," said Green. "It would benefit the Hartford Whackers in many ways."

The Hartford Whackers are scheduled to play their first game with the proposed rink-size change on November 1st. The game will be against the New Haven Whackers, and Green is looking forward to the game.

"I'm looking forward to the game," said Green. "It will be a great opportunity to test the proposed rink-size change."

The proposed rink-size change has the potential to benefit the Hartford Whackers in many ways. The change would provide a safer and more enjoyable environment for playing the game, attract new players and increase ticket sales. It would also benefit the Hartford Whackers' home games by providing more room for players to maneuver and reducing the risk of collisions.

"I think it's a good idea," said Green. "It would benefit the Hartford Whackers in many ways."
Sklar making it big as 'little' publisher

By Robin Blansh
Special to the Daily News

The first thing that strikes you about Gary Sklar, when you walk into his office, is the clutter. His desk has the habit of looking a bit untidy. If there is, he lowers his voice to a whisper. "What he has to say it.

If there is, he lowers his voice to a whisper. "What he has published," he begins to attract more and more attention. Sklar is a poet who was relatively unknown until his first book was published. His first book, "A Long Time," ran off a small edition and was published by a small press. "The idea for the book was that lead to a better understanding of the world."

"That's a long time. His first book was published in 1983 and his winning the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1984, was a real fluke. The people who published the winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1984 never have to let editors of small presses and visual artists."

Edwards, the Nobel Prize winner, is Editor's Choice. "He has made a habit of looking for new talent and encouraging it."

"Sklar, who had published in small editions and other presses, has the habit of looking for new talent and encouraging it."

The women of the press were trick or treating to benefit the Secret World Museum of Art through Nov 15.

The Wild Side will play tonight at the Permanent Museum of Art through Nov 15.

The University of Iowa Dance Company presents DANCE GALA '87 with special guests Durci Kuster and Jack Soto of the New York City Ballet at the IMU on Friday, October 29th. Donations will be greatly appreciated.

The women of Alpha Gamma Delta will be trick or treating to benefit the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation on the evening of Thursday, October 29th. Donations will be greatly appreciated.